To what extent can the positivity of the distributi(~n ricl(.~) be relaxed? In this note, the authors show that &x(x) may be replaced by a signed or complex distribution @(.ci (-u) . provided the exponen'ts of the exponential sums are chosen in a certain way. and provided one interpolates at a smaller number of points.
A second question arises: Do the exponential sums converge in the right half plane. in view of the analyticity of Lapiace transforms in a half plane?
In fact. it fofkws from the ~Iliforrn b~~~ndedl~~~~ of the e~p~Jlle~it~~~! hums :!I Theorem 3 in 15 / that they converge uniformly in compact subsets of ttlc right half plane. Here we prove uniform convergence in unbounded sectors. under more general conditions.
Further. for certain choices of the inter polation points, we establish rates of convergence.
(ii) /i(.u) is right continuous in jU, rx, ).
(iii) (1(O) = 0.
(iv) p(o3) -7 lim, . Ir /i(.u) is a finite complex number. We first establish a convergence result for Laplace-Stleltje\ transforms which is possibly of independent interest. and the convergence is uniform in 1 (tl,,) for any 0 < 8,, ( ~t/2. If only (3. IA) holds,for almost all x E 10, co). and sup,, ~~~,,(a~) < so. then
We use /Y i.Y). /I' (.Y). ii' i.Y)./i, (-1
ii: S,,(t) =A[).
Re(t) > 0.
and the convergence is uniform in / (fl,,. t:) for at?>-0 < 8,, < x/2 a& c > 0.
Pro@: The convergence (3.2) is an immediate consequence of Helly's Convergence Theorem (Freud 12, p. 56 I), of (3. IB). and of the uniform boundedness of e " for Re(t) 3 0 and s > 0. Assuming (3. IA. B) we shall prove uniform convergence in 1 (N,,) for fixed 0 < H,, < n/2. Let q > 0. Firsti!,. we can choose 0 < S < T < cc: such that (3. IA) holds for .Y = S. 7' and
Here ,Y is a positive integer and we have used (3. IA, B). Then we see by (3.3A. B).
. Then integrating by parts, WC have. for all I E ' (H,,).
The right member of (3.5) is independent of f and converges to 0 as II 3 'X by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem and our assumptions on S and T. Then by (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain for all large enough II. and for ail f E ' (4,).
This completes the first part of the theorem.
Remark.
When ( 
BOUNI)I:I) FUN<' I IONS
First we establish the existence of exponential sums invoiv ~ng /i exponents. which interpolate to completely bounded functions i Icl,fjl at 17 points. and for which the sum of the moduli of the "weights" is bounded independent of II. It is interesting to note that both the exponents and interpolation points do not depend on the distribution @(x). Note that having fixed the exponents ,u,,~, the existence and uniqueness of J,,(t) satisfying (4.4) and (4.5) follow from the fact that {e '"nll,.... e "',1~~) is a Chebyshev system. However, the essential feature of the above theorem is that the bound in (4.6) is independent of n and the interpolation points. The above result is connected to the theory of "product integration" rules (Sloan and Smith 181) but we shall not expand on this. Conversely. if j'(1): 10. co) + is the limit of ii sequence of sums ,/i,(i) satisfying (4.13). then it is easily seen using Helly's Theorem that ,/'(f J ii completely bounded in IO. co I.
Nira Dyn of Tel Aviv Universit!, has informed the authors (oral communication)
that provided d/I(x) is real. it is possible to obtain convergent exponential interpolation for other choices of exponents and interpolation points.
RATES OF CONVEKG~,NCI:
When the interpolation points are equidistant and satisf!, certain asymptotic assumptions, one can establish rates of convergence of I,,(() to J'(r) using standard theorems on the degree of approximation by polynomials.
It is also possible to establish convergence rates using complex anai!,sia methods from the theory of rational approximation. However. for simplicity. we omit the latter. Our analysis is based upon: 
